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Abstract: In order to improve the adaptability and accuracy of the system average efficiency model in
energy consumption analysis of working conditions, this paper presents a vehicle energy distribution
model based on the layout and powertrain operation features of the electric hybrid system, and
presents a vehicle energy consumption optimization method for control strategy and hardware
quality optimization based on the guidance of the energy distribution model.

Keywords: electric hybrid system (EHS); energy distribution model; energy consumption optimization

1. Introduction

Environmental degradation and energy crisis are the key issues of spherical consump-
tion and emission regulation. Hybrid power systems is one of the important directions of
automobile marker. The average fuel consumption limit of new passenger car is stipulated
in the “Energy-Saving and New Energy Vehicle Roadmap 2.0” [1], prompting major car
companies to introduce their hybrid power systems one after another. Among them are
Honda i-MMD, Toyota THS, and BYD P3+P4 configurations. The i-MMD configuration
is small in size, convenient in arrangement, deep mixing of motor and engine, and has
remarkable fuel saving effect. Toyota THS configuration has obvious fuel saving effect,
but the matching and calibration of planetary gear system and motor is difficult, the con-
trol complexity is high, and the patent coverage is high [2,3]. BYD P3+P4 configuration
structure is simple, easy to control and with excellent acceleration performance [4]; this
architecture of hybrid electric vehicle emphasizes power, and economy performance is
slightly weak.

Based on this severe internal and external competitive pressure, a company (here-
inafter referred to as A Company) introduced a new dual-mode hybrid powertrain system
named electric hybrid system (EHS). The vehicle has excellent economy which, equipped
with the electric hybrid system at the same time, provides a driving experience similar
to pure electric vehicle. Due to the high integration and coupling degree of EHS, and
the complexity of control and match debugging, it is difficult to study the vehicle energy
management and optimization.

Zeng presented a power loss model and used it for energy consumption analysis [5];
based on the working mode and working time of the hybrid system under working con-
ditions, a general average power loss model can be established, and then the energy
consumption of the hybrid system is optimized from the aspects of optimizing the regener-
ation and adjusting the working mode. After that, Zeng presented an energy calculation
model and used it for energy consumption analysis [6], this model integrates the research
results of the internal energy flow of the hybrid system, conventional fuel-saving methods,
regenerative braking, and engine fuel consumption rate, etc., and then calculates the aver-
age comprehensive transmission efficiency, and the feasibility of the model is verified in
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the research of the power split hybrid system. Whether it is power loss model or energy
calculation model, it is closely related to the working conditions and duration of the hybrid
system, so the adaptability to operating conditions is poor, the adaptability of the condition
and accuracy of analysis needs to be improved. Morteza studied optimal energy manage-
ment methods for various configuration of plug-in and hybrid electric vehicles [7]; this
article is based on the method of MATLAB and ADVISOR co-simulation, which showed
that battery model, transmission system, hybridization, driving cycle, and control strategies
had varying degrees of impact on energy consumption. For example, the fuel consumption
and exhaust emissions with regard to HEV driving performance requirements reduce by
about 14% and 12%, respectively. Gokce presented an instantaneous optimization algo-
rithm based on the knowledge of the efficiency maps of the engine and the generator for
the energy management system in hybrid electric vehicles [8], it is crucial that the engine
operating points were determined by assessing not only the efficiency map of the engine
but also the efficiency map of the generator and the charge/discharge efficiency of the
battery pack in order to maximize the efficiency of the energy delivered from the hybrid
energy source to the drive system. Jeong presented a power management strategy for a
parallel hybrid electric bus based on the Pontryagin’s minimum principle [9], and proved
the most efficient performance with respect to the fuel economy is the maintenance of
the battery SOC, while the application of PMP-based power management strategy to a
conventional vehicle has a difficulty due to the fuel vehicles do not need to discuss the issue
of SOC maintenance, and the applicability of new energy vehicles in other architectures is
also unknown.

In this paper, an energy distribution model based on the architecture and mode switch-
ing strategy of the electric hybrid system is proposed, and a method which integrates
software (control strategy) optimization and hardware upgrade for vehicle energy con-
sumption reduction is proposed. Among them, most important is to study the longitudinal
dynamic model, engine model, electric drive model, battery model, control models, and
other models, and establish the vehicle energy distribution model. Then, based on the
energy distribution model and the energy flow state of the hybrid system, MATLAB is
used to quantitatively analyze the energy consumption of each module of the system, and
the modules with lower efficiency are found in order to explore ways to reduce energy
consumption. Simultaneously with the simulation calculation, the vehicle bench test was
also carried out to verify the accuracy and adaptability of the model. This paper synthe-
sizes previous research experience, points out the way and mechanism of reducing energy
consumption, and verifies the rationality of theoretical calculation method and result by
bench test, which could promote vehicle economy to a new level.

2. Powertrain Layout and Powertrain Operation Features of Electric Hybrid System
2.1. Powertrain Layout of Electric Hybrid System

The electric hybrid system is mainly composed of Atkinson cycle engine, dedicated
hybrid transmission (DHT) system which integrates the forming winding generator and
traction motor, and dual electric control system. As shown in Figure 1, the important
characteristic parameters of the components of the EHS are shown in Table 1. The engine
and generator are driven by gears, and the engine can be fully decoupled from the wheel
by the clutch, while the traction motor is connected with the wheel by the single-stage
reducer and differential. The generator is mainly used for power absorption in the process
of engine starting, series generation, and mode shifting. The traction motor is used for
forward and backward motion, and generation in the state of parallel hybrid driving mode,
and the energy recovery during braking.
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Table 1. Powertrain and vehicle specification.

Model Item Specification

Engine
Type L4 1.5L Atkinson

Power 81 kW
Torque 135 N·m

Generator
Type DC brushless motor

Power 70 kW
Torque 90 N·m

Traction motor
Type DC brushless motor

Power 132 kW
Torque 316 N·m

Battery Type LiMPO4
Capacity 8.32 kWh

Vehicle
All-Electric Range 55/120 km

Type Sedan/SUV

2.2. Powertrain Operation Features of Electric Hybrid System

The electric hybrid system can be configured in plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV)
and hybrid-electric vehicle (HEV). In this paper, we only analyze the deployment of the
electric hybrid system in PHEV models, according to the difference of engine working
state, the working mode of the whole vehicle can be divided into two types: CD (Charged
Deploying) and CS (Charge Sustaining) phase. In CD mode, the vehicle is powered by the
electric energy from the OBC (Onboard Charger), and driven by the traction motor. At
the same time, the vehicle is an electric vehicle (EV). CS mode means that, when the SOC
(State of Charge) value of high voltage battery is lower than the power balance point of the
vehicle, the engine works and generates electricity to maintain the SOC within a specific
range, at the same time, the vehicle is a hybrid-electric vehicle.

According to the characteristics of energy flow, the driving modes of an electric hybrid
system can be divided into electric drive mode, series hybrid drive mode and parallel
hybrid drive mode, as shown in Figure 2. According to different driving requirements
and road conditions, the system can dynamically change the drive mode to improve the
driving economy.
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Electric drive mode: When the electric energy stored in the power battery is sufficient
(i.e., the SOC is high), the battery discharge power can meet the power demand of the
driver. When the vehicle operates in the electric drive mode, the electric stored in the
power battery pack is used as the energy source to drive the motor, so as to realize the
forward or backward motion of the vehicle.

Series hybrid drive mode: When the battery discharge power cannot meet the power
demand of the vehicle, or the battery charge is low. The generator starts the engine, waits
until the engine operation is stable, and works in its efficient area; the output mechanical
energy is converted into electrical energy, and the vehicle is driven by the traction motor,
which is the series hybrid driving mode. In this mode, the main energy source of the
vehicle is the engine. When the electric power converted by the generator cannot meet
the work rate demand of the vehicle, some electric power is obtained from the battery as
supplement. Conversely, the excess electrical energy is stored in the battery.

Parallel hybrid drive mode: When the vehicle operates at the high speed cruise
condition of engine start, or slight acceleration and deceleration, the demand power of the
driver is small. The hydraulic system acts to combine the clutch so that the curved shaft
of the engine is directly connected to the wheel, and the engine output directly drives the
wheel to rotate. At this time, the vehicle is in parallel hybrid mode; in this mode, in order
to enhance the robustness of the control system, ensure the dynamic response level of the
vehicle, and improve the driving efficiency, the generator turns to reduce the reactive load
of the engine, and the traction motor plays the role of power converter or power generation,
at the same time, the battery acts as a discharge or charging state; its function is a buffer.

The main energy source of PHEV is the engine during the state of electric power
deficiency, and the battery plays the role of reducing the peak and valley of the output
power of engine. Therefore, the main logic of engine control in hybrid vehicles is to control
the engine works in its high efficiency zone, and to ensure that the SOC is in a set range
of fluctuation, as is the engine control strategy of the electric hybrid system (EHS). When
the vehicle is in hybrid driving state after the engine starts, the dynamic adjustment of its
driving mode, so that the vehicle driving efficiency is at a high level, as shown in Figure 3.

Compared with traditional energy vehicles, the main advantages and characteristics
of new energy vehicles are that they provide fuel and other power sources, improve fuel
economy, and improve emission performance. The special braking kinetic energy recovery
technology of new energy vehicles can improve energy utilization efficiency and extend
vehicle driving range without raising the cost of vehicle hardware and the braking reliability
of transmission energy vehicles [2,3,10]. A Company has introduced the vehicle equipped
with electric hybrid system and integrated power brake (IPB) system, which has all the
functions of new energy vehicle braking system. Moreover, it has the function of motor
regenerative braking and hydraulic braking fully decoupling control, which makes the
braking response level of the vehicle significantly improved, and the brake pedal is linearly
adjustable, which lays a firm foundation for the OTA (over-the-air) technology upgrade
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of other driving assistance or automatic driving systems. At the same time, under the
effect of the optimal brake coupling control strategy, the brake force distribution between
each shaft of the vehicle and the electric-hydraulic brake force on each axle are orderly
and controllable, enabling the vehicle to achieve maximum kinetic energy recovery control
under all operating conditions, thereby helping the vehicle reduce energy consumption to
a certain extent, as shown in Figure 4.
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3. Vehicle Energy Distribution Model
3.1. Energy Distribution Model

The energy consumption optimization method of hybrid vehicle has been widely
verified and recognized, mainly from engine/electric drive system optimization, engine
start/stop control, and energy recovery control method, etc. In this paper, according to
the characteristics of driving mode of energy flow state division of the electric hybrid
system (EHS), an energy distribution model based on the efficiency model interpolation
calculation of each module of the system is proposed, and the theoretical energy con-
sumption calculation is carried out using this model. The EHS is carried on the vehicle,
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except for the component models of the powertrain system, and also needs to introduce a
battery model, accessory model, energy recovery model, vehicle control strategy model,
and vehicle longitudinal dynamics model; their characteristics described as below.

3.1.1. The Longitudinal Dynamic Model

For hybrid vehicles, the research is mainly focused on the power system, so the
handling stability and ride comfort are generally neglected. At the same time, the vehicle
in the driving process is mainly influenced by driving resistance, driving force, or braking
force together; the driving resistance generally includes acceleration resistance, rolling
resistance, ramp resistance, air resistance, and inertial resistance. The longitudinal dynamic
model is shown in Equation (1).

Ft = Ff + Fw + Fi + Fj (1)

In Equation (1), Ft is the driving force at the wheel of vehicle, Ff is rolling resistance,
Fw is air resistance, Fi is slope resistance, and Fj is accelerated resistance. As the balance
characteristics of driving force and driving resistance, and the slide resistance (including
rolling resistance, air resistance, and slope resistance) can be obtained by a road test of
the vehicle, and the resistance decomposition test of the vehicle is performed at the same
time, the drag resistance of hub, bearing, driving wheel shaft, brake caliper, and motor
can be obtained, so as to realize the conversion calculation of driving force from wheel to
traction motor.

3.1.2. Engine Model

An engine is a combination of chemistry, power machinery, thermal physics, electrical,
and other disciplines of the epochal products; the response characteristics, accuracy, and
complexity of the engine model should be taken into account. Meanwhile, the precision
of an engine’s torque identification has a great influence on the accuracy of the engine
model. Therefore, the common engine modes are mainly based on the engine bench test
data by fitting and interpolation or polynomial regression analysis. The models are shown
in Equations (2) and (3).

mFuel = fFuel(SE, TE) (2)

TE_max = fT_E_max(SE) (3)

In Equations (2) and (3), mFuel is fuel consumption rate, which is related to engine
speed and engine torque. At the same time, the engine output torque is also limited by
the maximum engine torque. In this paper, the interpolation method is used to obtain the
above fuel consumption and the output torque of the engine, the engine efficiency map is
shown in Figure 5.
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3.1.3. Electric Drive Model

For the electric hybrid system, both the traction motor and the generator should
have dual functions of driving and generating, corresponding to the driving and brake
recuperation of the vehicle, as well as the starting of the engine and the generation function
of the series hybrid driving mode; the permanent magnet synchronous motor of shaped
winding type is studied in this paper. The model of an electric drive system consists of two
parts: motor and dual electric control. Due to the complexity of theoretical derivation and
modeling, the model is developed by experimental modeling, the steady state efficiency
map model is established, and the efficiency values at each working point of the electric
drive system can be obtained by fitting and interpolation method. The models are shown
in Equations (4) and (5).

η = fη(S, T) (4)

Tmax = fT_max(S) (5)

In Equations (4) and (5), η is the system efficiency and Tmax is the maximum output
torque of the system at a certain speed. The efficiency map of generator electric drive
system and motor electric drive system are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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3.1.4. Battery Model

A battery is an important energy storage unit of new energy vehicles, and plays the
role of energy regulator in hybrid system, the second order RC model is used to characterize
the battery, and state of charge is often used to describe the energy state of battery. The
purpose of this paper is to study the characteristics of electric hybrid system (EHS) and
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the energy flow analysis method; therefore, the change of SOC value after charging or
discharging is estimated by ampere hour integral method [11,12], and the influence of
aging of battery is ignored. I battery models shown in Equations (6)–(9).

∆SOC =
∫ t

0

KIdt

QN
(6)

K = Kt × η (7)

Kt = 1 + 0.008(Ta − T) (8)

SOCt = SOC0 + ∆SOC (9)

In Equations (6)–(9), K represents a constant related to temperature and charge/discharge
efficiency factors, I represents the current during charging or discharging state, QN repre-
sents capacity of battery at a standard temperature, Kt represents a temperature-dependent
coefficient, according to the big data analysis of bench test of A Company, the average
value of η is 95%, Ta represents the standard temperature, and T represents the ambient
temperature. In order to simplify the analysis and facilitate the analysis during bench
testing, Equation (6) can be converted to Equation (10).

∆SOC =
∫ t

0

KPdt

EN
(10)

In Equation (10), P represents the battery power during charging or discharging, EN
represents the battery energy at a standard temperature.

PDis_max = fP_Dis_max(SOC) (11)

PChr_max = fP_Chr_max(SOC) (12)

In Equations (11) and (12), PDis_max and PChr_max are the maximum discharge/charge
power at each SOC.

3.1.5. Recuperation Model and Accessory Model

In the braking process of hybrid vehicles, there exists energy recovery of the motor
recuperation, brake caliper friction brake, and full recovery of the kinetic energy during
braking and sliding. While taking the comfort and safety of the braking process into
account, its influence on the research of vehicle energy consumption reduction should be
noted. In this paper, the experimental modeling method is used to establish the energy
recovery model, as shown in Equation (13).

TRe = fT_Re(V, B, SOC) (13)

In Equation (13), TRe represents the recuperation torque of the traction motor during
braking or sliding operation, which is affected by velocity, brake pedal depth, and SOC.
In in order to achieve the optimal energy consumption of the vehicle under every typical
operating condition, that is, the maximum recuperation torque for energy recovery at all
velocity, Equation (13) can be transformed into Equation (14).

TRe = fT_Re(V) (14)

Accessories are the basis of vehicle function or strategy, and have certain energy
consumption; in order to improve the accuracy of energy consumption research, the power
consumption level of the accessories with big data of a bench test of A Company was used,
and the average power was used as the accessory model of energy distribution model.
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3.1.6. Control Strategy Model

The vehicle equipped with an electric hybrid system is an organic whole of engine,
generator/motor electric drive system, battery, and accessories. The research on the control
strategy is the most important to realize the energy flow analysis; it mainly includes engine
start/stop control, mode shifting control, energy recovery control, and battery SOC balance
control. In this paper, only the economy model research and calculation are used.

In particular, the steady-state efficiency map is used to interpolate the efficiency, and
when we need to calculate the energy consumption we revise the model to make the result
right. In this paper, the efficiency map of each component is weighted according to the
test data of A Company. The influence of the engine working environment is also taken
into consideration, the cooling temperature, oil temperature, and fuel calorific value have
certain influence on its thermal efficiency, according to the test experience, and a specific
coefficient is taken to revise the model. The engine thermal efficiency correction model is
shown in Figure 8.
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3.2. The Usage of Energy Distribution Model

When the vehicle is in a power deficit state, according to the “GB/T 19753-2021
Test methods for energy consumption of light-duty hybrid electric vehicles”, the energy
consumption performance test under WLTC condition was conducted. At this time, the
net consumption or generation energy of the battery was much less than the energy
contained in fuel. In the development of engine technology to date, the maximum thermal
efficiency of the mass-produced engine is still less than 45% [13], with rapid development
of permanent magnet synchronous motors. According to A Company’s years of testing
and analysis results of competing cars and its own models, we found that the efficiency
of electric drive system has exceeded 93%, so whether the engine works efficiently or not
will directly affect the performance of the vehicle energy consumption. How to make the
engine work in the high efficiency zone as much as possible is another difficult problem
in the energy management of hybrid vehicle. Due to the innate advantage of the unique
system architecture of the electric hybrid system (EHS), the engine can be completely
decoupled from the wheel, that is, the working point of the engine may be controlled
actively. Therefore, when the vehicle equipped with electric hybrid system adopts the
control strategy of the main series generation of the engine in the power deficit state,
an optimal performance of energy consumption can be achieved. Based on the vehicle
system model combined with the control strategy, the performance of the vehicle energy
consumption is shown in Table 2. The driving mode distribution ratio of the vehicle under
WLTC condition is shown in Figure 9, which shows that when the hybrid vehicle equipped
with the EHS is in the state of power deficit, the optimal mode allocation strategy is “electric
drive mainly”, and can achieve better economy, while the vehicle is close to a pure electric
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vehicle, and enjoys the quiet and comfort driving experience. According to Figure 9, the
energy consumption optimization of the electric hybrid system can be carried out mainly
from the efficiency improvement of electric drive system and the optimization of control
strategy.

Table 2. Energy consumption result.

Test Cycle Electricity (kWh) 1 Fuel (kg) 2 Energy Ratio (%) 3 Energy Consumption (L/100 km) 4

WLTC −0.085 0.900 −0.79 5.28
NEDC 0.036 0.317 0.94 3.92

1 Electricity is the battery net power consumption. 2 Fuel is the cumulative fuel consumption. 3 Energy ratio is equal to the energy ratio of
the battery net power consumption to the cumulative fuel consumption, and is displayed as a percentage. According to the requirements
of the GB/T 19753-2021, when the value is in the range of plus or minus 1, the cumulative fuel consumption at this time can be used to
calculate the vehicle energy consumption of this working condition. 4 The energy consumption is the simulation result, and expressed in
liter per 100 km.
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4. Analysis of Energy Consumption Reduction Based on Software and
Hardware Optimization
4.1. Optimization Methods

One of the important contents of hybrid vehicle control strategy is optimizing the
torque distribution of hybrid system to ensure that the engine and motor work in the
high efficiency region, so as to obtain better fuel economy and emission performance. The
research on energy reduction in newly developed hybrid vehicles can be carried out from
two aspects: hardware performance improvement and control strategy optimization.

4.1.1. Voltage Boost Technology

The change of working voltage of the electric drive system can affect the system
efficiency. Figure 10 is a map of electric drive system efficiency of A Company at different
working voltages. If the motor operating voltage is increased, the high efficiency region
will move to its high speed and high torque region; the battery voltage cannot change
at will, and blindly raising its working voltage to improve the high efficiency zone will
inevitably cause other costs, such as increasing insulation protection level to ensure the
safety. Due to the bi-directional DC–DC converter technology which can change the voltage
dynamically [14], this component will directly affect the system efficiency of the electrical
drive system, so as to improve the economy level of the vehicle. According to A Company’s
multiple rounds of test results, the highest efficiency of bi-directional DC–DC converter can
reach 99.69%, and the dynamic response time is less than 50 ms. At the same time, there
are two electric drive systems; one of them is equipped with bi-directional DC–DC, and
the other is a voltage stabilizing system (when the battery voltage is 300 V). The difference
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in the ratio of the high efficiency zone where the system efficiency greater than 85% is up
to 15.5%.
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4.1.2. Control Strategy Optimization

Under the condition of hybrid electric drive phase, the engine start/stop and working
process, mode switching, and energy recovery strategies, directly affecting the vehicle
economy, acceleration performance, and ride comfort. After years of research and devel-
opment, testing, verification, and analysis, A Company has accumulated several energy
consumption optimization control strategy use cases, such as setting a specific SOC as the
battery SOC balance point, power distribution ratio, and engine operating point, etc.

As a mathematical model of vehicle capacity management is difficult to establish, the
development cycle and development cost of products put forward are high requirements.
The conventional research idea is to design the optimal control strategy use case first,
then to calculate the simulation model and do the bench test. Taking the optimal solution
can greatly improve the economy of related models, and greatly simplify the vehicle
development and optimization process.

4.1.3. Theoretical Calculation and Bench Test

In this paper, MATLAB is used to realize the rapid theoretical analysis and calculation,
and to plan the vehicle bench test, comparative analysis, and verification. The bench test is
shown in Figure 11.
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4.2. Results of Hardware Optimization

In order to verify the effect of bi-directional DC–DC converter on economy, this paper
adopts different battery voltage and dynamic voltage boost methods to verification. the
theoretical calculation and bench test of pure electric driving range at high SOC and normal
temperature condition are carried out, respectively. The results shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Energy consumption performance of EV test.

Test Cycle Electricity (kWh) Voltage (V)
Energy

Consumption
(kWh/100 km) 1

Bench Test
(kWh/100 km) Error (%) 2

NEDC
1.422 300 12.93 13.33 −3.0
1.404 500 12.76 13.03 −2.1
1.363 Voltage boost 12.39 12.84 −3.5

WLTC 3.431 Voltage boost 14.75 14.45 2.1
1 The energy consumption is the simulation result, expressed in kilowatt-hour per 100 km. 2 Error is equal to the ratio of the deviation
between the simulation and the bench test result to the bench test result, displayed as a percentage.

According to Table 3, the EV energy consumption performance of the electric hybrid
system can be improved if the operating voltage of the system increases to different degrees,
and the automatic boost strategy can achieve the optimal economic performance. By the
same token, the system efficiency of the generator can achieve better economic performance
under the influence of the bi-directional DC–DC converter.

4.3. Results of Hardware and Software Optimization

On the basis of energy distribution model and theoretical fuel consumption calculation
method, several typical optimal test cases are analyzed, and the comparative analysis of
the bench test optimization of theoretical fuel consumption is carried out. The result shown
in Table 4.

Table 4. Energy consumption performance of HEV test.

Test Cycle Electricity
(kWh) Voltage (V) Fuel (kg) Energy Ratio (%) Energy Consumption

(L/100 km)
Bench Test
(L/100 km) Error (%)

WLTC

−0.085 300 0.900 −0.79 5.28 5.59 −4.9
−0.045 500 0.881 −0.43 5.16 5.39 −4.2
−0.048 650 0.896 −0.45 5.25 5.48 −4.1

0.086 Voltage
boost 0.872 0.81 5.11 4.90 4.3

NEDC 0.032 Voltage
boost 0.320 0.83 3.97 4.03 −1.5

Table 4 shows that different optimization use cases have different levels of impact on
energy consumption, and the results of theoretical calculation and bench test result are
basically consistent. The deviation is less than 5%, which suggests that the energy distribu-
tion model and the theoretical calculation method proposed in this paper are reasonable
and credible, and can be used as a conventional energy consumption optimization method
to assist the design and research of optimal energy consumption.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, according to the architecture characteristics of electric hybrid system
(EHS), and the energy flow states of each drive mode, and the steady-state efficiency map of
each part of the system is presented. The concept of vehicle energy distribution model based
on EHS is proposed, and based on the guidance of this model, combined with common
ways to reduce energy consumption, the vehicle energy consumption optimization is
studied from two aspects of software and hardware optimization. We compared the
theoretical calculation results of different energy consumption optimization methods and
the bench test results; the deviation between the results is less than 5%, which shows
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that the model is reasonable and adaptable, and overcomes the shortage of adaptability
of previous average efficiency models. It provides an important theoretical basis for the
subsequent research on energy consumption reduction, and also provides a new way of
further energy consumption optimization design of the same type of hybrid system.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
EHS Electric Hybrid System
DHT Dedicated Hybrid Transmission
AER All-Electric Range
PHEV Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle
HEV Hybrid-Electric Vehicle
CD Charged Deploying
CS Charge Sustaining
OBC Onboard Charger
SOC State of Charge
OTA Over-the-air (Technology)
NEDC New European Driving Cycle
WLTC Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Cycle
IPB Integrated Power Brake
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